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etection and measurement of waviness
n thin metallic wires

esar Tejeda, Luis Miguel Sanchez-Brea, and Eusebio Bernabeu

We propose a model for determining the far-field diffraction pattern of wires with waviness. Analytical
solutions are obtained by means of the stationary phase method, which allows us to determine dimen-
sional parameters such as wire diameter and waviness factor. Experimental results are presented,
which are in accordance with our theoretical description. © 2004 Optical Society of America
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. Introduction

etallic wires do not present an exact cylindrical
hape, but surface structures may appear in their
anufacture.1 These surface structures usually
odify the physical–chemical properties of such
ires, and their detection is therefore essential.
everal of them, such as die lines, drawing grooves,
nd roughness, have already been analyzed from the
oint of view of detection,2–5 but there are important
urface structures, such as waviness, that have not
een examined. Waviness is a periodic deviation of
he wire axis from linearity, and it is usually due to a
efective or unsuitable straightening device �diame-
er of rolls, distance between rolls, or number of rolls�
r a wrong roll arrangement in the manufacture
ine.6

Waviness is not always a surface structure to
void. Currently, there is a need for the production
f thin spiral wires, and industry is requesting sys-
ems for the determination of their diameter and
ther geometrical parameters, such as the waviness
actor, which is the relationship between the ampli-
ude and the pitch of waviness.

For straight wires, the measurement of the diam-
ter is a well-known problem. The most common
echnique for thin-cylinder diameter estimation is
ased on the measurement of the distance between
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wo consecutive minima of the far-field diffraction
attern.7–9 However, it is not clear that such a
odel can be applied to wavy wires. Numerical so-

utions have been obtained for the problem of diffrac-
ion by wavy metal strips,10 although a simple
nalytical solution is in many cases more useful in
hat it provide us with formulas to determine the
eometrical parameters.
In this paper we analyze, by determining the far-

eld diffraction pattern, how wavy wires �helicoidal
nd undulated� diffract light. In addition, we
resent a technique for estimating the diameter of
ires with waviness, for detecting waviness, and for
easuring the waviness factor.

. Diffraction of Helicoidal Wires

ne of the most important kinds of wire with wavi-
ess is the helicoidal wire �Fig. 1�a��. To determine

ts diffraction pattern, we need to parameterize its
urface. An helicoidal cylinder, with radius R, helix
eriod p, and helix amplitude r, can be described as11

x � r cos�2��� � R� p� sin�2���sin �

� cos�2���cos ��,

y � p� � 2�rR� sin �,

z � r sin�2��� � R�2�� cos�2���sin �

� sin�2���cos ��, (1)

here the axis of symmetry is oriented along the y
xis, �, � are parameters that run from �0, 2�� and
	
, 
�, respectively, and � � 1��4�2r2 � p2�1�2. To
nsure that the surface does not intersect with itself,
he condition 1��4R2�  1�p2 � 1��4�2r2� must be
ulfilled.

The simplest way to estimate the diffraction pat-
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ern of the helicoidal wire in the far field is to approx-
mate it with that of its projection. When r, R �� p,
hich is the most common case, the projection of the
elicoidal cylinder is approximately

x, y� � wire surface N

�� y� � �� y� � x � �� y� � �� y�, (2)

here �x, y� is the projection plane,

�� y� � r sin�2�y
p � ,

�� y� � R�1 � �2�r
p �2

cos2�2�y
p ��1�2

.

According to the Fraunhofer approximation, the
ar-field diffraction pattern, assuming that the wire
as infinite length, is

U�u, v� � CkE0 �
	





�
�� y�	�� y�

�� y���� y�

exp�	ik

� �ux � vy��dxdy, (3)

here C is a constant independent of the wavelength,
is the wave number, and u, v are coordinates rep-

esenting the far-field direction.

. Numerical Analysis

e have calculated numerically the solution to Eq.
3�. The main features can be observed in Fig. 2:
a� Diffracted light is enclosed between two straight
ines, �b� the maximum of intensity �masked in the
gure� coincides with the incidence direction, �c�
here are a series of diffraction minima that corre-
pond to circles around the maximum of intensity,
nd �d� an extrastructure in the form of straight lines
arallel to those that enclose diffracted light appears.

ig. 1. Description of a �a� helicoidal wire and �b� undulated wire
nd parameters involved.
uch features also appear in the experimental far-
eld diffraction of helicoidal wires �see Fig. 5 in Sec-
ion 4�, which confirms the validity of the assumption
hat the three-dimensional helicoidal wire behaves
pproximately as a thin aperture with the same pro-
ection.

. Phase Stationary Approximation

numerical analysis provides us with information of
he diffraction pattern. However, our interest is to
btain a technique to determine geometrical param-
ters of helicoidal wires, and therefore an analytical
olution is, in our case, more useful. For this, we
ill solve Eq. �3�.
One can easily solve the integral in dx, obtaining

U�u, v� �
2C
u

E0 �
	





sin�k�� y�u�

� exp�	ik�vy � u�� y���dy. (4)

owever, the integral in dy cannot be solved exactly
n the general case, and we have used an asymptotic
pproximation �the stationary phase method12�. For
his, we have written the integral as

U�P� � �
	





g� y�exp�ikf � y��dy, (5)

here g�y� � 2CE0 sin�k��y�u��u and f �y� � 	�vy �
��y��. According to this method, when k is large,
he exponential term varies strongly, and positive
nd negative parts cancel each other everywhere ex-
ept at points ys, where f �y� is stationary �df �y��
y�ys

� 0�. In this case, the integral is approximately

U�u, v� � � �

kf �� ys�
�1�2

g� ys�exp(i�kf � ys�

�
�

4
�

arg� f �� ys��

2 	) , (6)

ig. 2. Numerical simulation of the far-field diffraction pattern by
se of Eq. �3� for helicoidal wire with parameters R � 50 �m, r �
8 �m, and p � 2525 �m. The wavelength considered is � �
.6328 �m. This diffraction pattern has been calculated by
eans of a fast-Fourier-transform algorithm.
1 March 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 7 � APPLIED OPTICS 1481
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here f� represents the second derivative of f with
espect to y. After some calculations, we find that
he stationary value is ys � p�2� arccos�	vp�2�ur�
nd the field is

U�u, v� �
2CE0 exp�i�kg� ys� � ��4��

k1�2 �p
u�

�
sin�kR
u2 � v2�

��2�ru�2 � � pv�2�1�4 . (7)

n that the output of the arccosine function is re-
tricted to the interval �	1, 1�, this solution is valid
nly at those locations where 	1 � vp�2�ur � 1.
herefore light keeps inside the area enclosed by two
traight lines in the �u, v� plane: u  	pv��2�r� and
� pv��2�r�. At the rest of locations the field U�u,

� is zero. The intensity distribution in far field I�u,
� � U�u, v�U*�u, v� is then

I�u, v� �
4C2I0

k �p
u�

2 sin2�kR
u2 � v2�

��2�ru�2 � � pv�2�1�2 ,

	1 � vp�2�ur � 1 (8)

� 0 elsewhere. (9)

o have a better interpretation of the expression, let
s change the coordinate system to polar: u � � cos
, v � � sin �. Then expression �8� is expressed as

I��, �� �
4C2I0 p2R2

cos2 ���2�r cos ��2 � � p sin ��2�1�2

�
sinc2�kR��

�
, (10)

here sinc�x� � sin�x��x. We can see that the dif-
raction pattern for a wire with waviness presents a
adial intensity distribution modulated according to a
inc function. In Fig. 3 the intensity distribution for
everal dimensional parameters is shown.

. Undulated Wires

ndulations are also an important practical case in
hat they are normally considered a defective char-
cteristic of metallic wires. Undulated wires
resent a periodic deviation of the wire axis in only
ne plane �Fig. 1�b��. A wavy cylinder, with radius
, waviness period p, and amplitude r, can be de-

cribed as11

x � r sin�2��

p � �
R sin �

�1 � �2�r�p�2 cos2�2���p��1�2 ,

y � � �
2�r�p cos�2���p�

�1 � �2�r�p�2 cos2�2���p��1�2 R sin �,

z � R cos �, (11)

here the axis of symmetry is oriented along the y
xis and �, � are parameters that run from �0, 2�� and
	
, 
�, respectively. To ensure that the surface
oes not intersect with itself, the condition 4�2Rr �
482 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 7 � 1 March 2004
2 must be fulfilled. When waviness is small �r, R
� p�, then the projection of the wavy cylinder is the
ame as that of the helicoidal wire �expression �2��,
nd the diffraction pattern for both geometries is the
ame, under the approximations considered.

. Parameter Estimation

. Waviness Factor

y means of expression �8� we can determine the
elation r�p between the period and the amplitude of
aviness, also called the waviness factor. The de-
ominator is real only at the locations where �2�r cos

ig. 3. Intensity distribution obtained by means of expression �8�
or two wires with waviness �a� r � 40 �m, p � 2000 �m, and R �
00 �m and �b� r � 300 �m, p � 4000 �m, and R � 30 �m. In
oth cases the wavelength is � � 0.6328 �m.
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�2  �p sin ��2. At the rest of locations, there is not
ight at the diffraction pattern. This condition cor-
esponds to two straight lines,

tan �0 � �
2�r

p
, (12)

hich generate the intensity cone �Fig. 3�. As a con-
equence, by measuring these two slopes, it is possi-
le to estimate the waviness factor.

. Diameter

he usual way to determine the wire diameter is
easuring the distance between two consecutive
inima in the diffraction pattern. We can continue

sing the same technique, as is shown in expression
10�. For example, the intensity at � � 0 is

I��, � � 0� �
4C2p2R2

k�

sinc2�kR��

2�r
. (13)

o increase the output signal and therefore the
ignal–noise relationship, it is better to integrate ex-
ression �10� in the � coordinate. In such a case,

��� � � I��, ��d� �
4C2p2R2

�
sinc2

� �kR�� �
	�0

�0 1
cos2 ���2�r cos ��2 � � p sin ��2�1�2 d�

� 8C2R2pE�	 �2�r
p �2� sinc2�kR��

�
, (14)

here E�x� is the complete elliptic integral of the
econd kind. In both cases, the location of minima
re placed at zeros of the sinc function, i.e., �m �
��R �where m is an integer�, and we obtain the wire

adius by measuring the distances between two con-
ecutive minima:

R �
�

�m � �m	1
. (15)

. Results

e have measured the experimental far-field diffrac-
ion pattern for several wires with waviness. The
etup �Fig. 4� consists of a typical Fraunhofer diffrac-

ig. 4. Experimental setup for measuring the far-field diffraction
attern of wavy wires.
ion arrangement. The wire is illuminated with a
ollimated laser beam whose wavelength is 675 nm.
his laser beam is focused with a lens of f � 80 mm,
nd it is collected at its focal plane with a bidimen-
ional CCD, whose chip is an array of 768 � 576
ixels with a size of 8.8 � 6.6 mm. The CCD chip is
ot centered with respect to the optical axis; in con-
rast, it lays outside the axis so that the maximum at
he center of the diffraction pattern cannot damage
he camera. In addition, a knife stop right after the
ire was inserted to eliminate undesired reflections
f the beam.
With this setup, several diffraction patterns have

een obtained for helicoidal and undulated wires
ith different diameters and waviness factors. In
ig. 5 a sample for two wires is displayed. For the
ire used for Fig. 5�a�, R � 50 �m, r � 88 �m, and
� 2525 �m �r�p � 0.035�. For the wire used for
ig. 5�b�, R � 75 �m, r � 67 �m, and p � 2400 �m

r�p � 0.028�. These parameters have been mea-
ured by optical microscopy �Leica microscope
MM200 with a QuadraCheck digital readout sys-

em�.
With the proposed technique—Eqs. �15� and �12�—

he dimensional parameters for the wire used for Fig.
�a� are R � 48.9 �m and r�p � 0.032 and those for
he wire used for Fig. 5�b� are R � 73.2 �m and r�p �
.029, which are close to the wire parameters mea-
ured.

ig. 5. Far-field diffraction patterns obtained for two wires with
aviness: �a� R � 50 �m, r � 88 �m, and p � 2525 �m and �b�
� 75 �m, r � 67 �m, and p � 2400 �m.
1 March 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 7 � APPLIED OPTICS 1483
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The experimental diffraction pattern, in addition to
he radial geometry predicted by expression �10�, pre-
ents a structure, close to the slopes, that is not ex-
lained with our approximation �see Fig. 5�.
ecause such an extra structure appears in the nu-
erical approach of Eq. �3�, we think that the lack of

uch structure in our model is due to the asymptotic
pproximation and not to the calculus of field by use
f the projection of the wire. Note that such a struc-
ure appears close to the caustics, and the stationary
hase method fails at caustics, as Stamnes12 shows.

. Conclusion

n this paper we analyze, by determining the far-field
iffraction pattern, how helicoidal and undulated
ires diffract light. Analytical solutions are ob-

ained by means of the stationary phase method,
hich allows us to determine dimensional parame-

ers, such as wire diameter and waviness factor.
xperimental results are presented, which are in ac-
ordance with our theoretical description.
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